Understanding the neural and metabolic correlates of fluid intelligence not only aids scientists in characterizing cognitive processes involved in intelligence, but it also offers insight into intervention methods to improve fluid intelligence. Here we use magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) to measure N-acetyl aspartate (NAA), a biochemical marker of neural energy production and efficiency. We use principal components analysis (PCA) to examine how the distribution of NAA in the frontal and parietal lobes relates to fluid intelligence. We find that a left lateralized frontal-parietal component predicts fluid intelligence, and it does so independently of brain size, another significant predictor of fluid intelligence. These results suggest that the left motor regions play a key role in the visualization and planning necessary for spatial cognition and reasoning, and we discuss these findings in the context of the Parieto-Frontal Integration Theory of intelligence.
Introduction
Modern life requires a wide range of cognitive abilities such as acquiring new skill sets, solving unfamiliar problems, and analyzing complex patterns of information (OECD 2001; Lingenfelter 2012) . Fluid intelligence (Gf ) is the cognitive capacity that binds these abilities together; Gf has been defined as the ability to adapt to new problems, discriminate relations, and reason in new circumstances in ways that do not depend heavily on prior knowledge (Cattell 1943; Salthouse et al. 2008) . The importance of these abilities has motivated efforts to identify neural correlates of cognition that are sensitive to changes in brain health and function (Erickson et al. 2010; Basak et al. 2011; Vo et al. 2011; Voss et al. 2011; Oelhafen et al. 2013; Nikolaidis et al. 2014) .
The neural correlates of intelligence may relate to global brain properties, such as brain size (McDaniel 2005) , or to local properties, such that they are specific to certain brain regions. A wide variety of experiments have demonstrated that Gf is associated with a distributed network of regions in the frontal and parietal cortices, including the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (BA 46; DLPFC), superior parietal lobe, and supramarginal gyrus (BA 7 & 40) and associated white matter (See Jung and Haier 2007 for a review). Neural correlates specific to these regions include cortical thickness (Haier et al. 2004; Colom et al. 2007; Luders et al. 2009; Barbey et al. 2012) , the degree of functional activation (Gray et al. 2003 ; Lee et al. 2006; Choi et al. 2008) , and functional connectivity (van den Heuvel et al. 2009; Cole et al. 2012; Finn et al. 2015 ; see Basten et al. 2015 for a recent meta analysis of functional and structural correlates of intelligence). Regional functional activation associated with Gf implies that regional differences in brain activity, energy production, and metabolism may also be important for Gf. Neural correlates related to energy production and metabolism are available from Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS), a noninvasive technique for measuring the concentration of metabolites in tissue.
Of the metabolites that can be detected with MRS, one of the most readily detected is N-acetyl aspartate (NAA; Koller et al. 1984) . NAA is a neurometabolite that plays an important role in both myelination and oxidative metabolism (Baslow 2000 (Baslow , 2003 . Because it is synthesized in the mitochondria of gray matter neurons during oxidative metabolism, NAA is considered to be a marker of metabolic efficiency (Bates et al. 1996; Ross and Sachdev 2004) . Some researchers have also suggested that greater NAA may reflect higher neuronal density (Pfleiderer et al. 2004) or higher mitochondrial function . After synthesis, NAA is transported to oligodendrocytes where it is converted to a myelin precursor (Madhavarao et al. 2004 ); higher NAA is therefore considered a biomarker of greater white matter (WM) integrity (Bjartmar et al. 2002; Baslow 2003) .
The role of NAA as a marker of brain health has been reinforced by many studies that have reported positive associations between the concentration of NAA and multiple domains of cognitive function and intelligence Ross and Sachdev 2004; Jung and Haier 2007) . In these experiments, fluid intelligence is typically measured by the Ravens Standard Progressive Matrices (RPM) or by Gf-sensitive subtests of the Wechseler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS), such as matrix reasoning, block design, or picture completion (Wechsler 2008) . Positive correlations between performance on these tests and NAA concentration have been found in occipital-parietal WM regions Jung et al. 2005) , frontal WM (Valenzuela et al. 2000; Ross et al. 2005) , centrum semiovale WM (Charlton et al. 2007) , the isthmus/splenium region of the corpus callosum (Aydin et al. 2012) , and right posterior medial gray matter ). In contrast, other studies have reported no relationship between reasoning ability and NAA concentration in parietal WM (Ferguson 2002) , and occipitoparietal gray matter (Valenzuela et al. 2000; Ross et al. 2005) . Moreover, Jung et al. (2005) found a negative correlation between reasoning abilities, and NAA concentration has been found in frontal WM. Taken together, these results show that despite the promise of MRS to elucidate neural correlates of intelligence, the literature exhibits some inconsistency (Patel et al. 2014 ). This inconsistency may be caused by a variety of factors, including methodological limitations (Patel et al. 2014) .
One of the primary limitations of MRS is the low signal to noise ratio (SNR). To increase metabolite signal, scans are typically performed over large regions of the brain, thereby limiting anatomical resolution. Another strategy for improving SNR is to average multiple acquisitions. This increases the time required and limits a typical study to data from only 2 or 3 single-voxel MRS acquisitions. The resulting brain coverage is too limited to sample the distributed brain regions that have been associated with intelligence. MRS Imaging (MRSI) techniques provide more efficient sampling by simultaneously acquiring spectra from multiple voxels (Pfefferbaum et al. 1999; Ozturk et al. 2009 ); however, only 2 studies investigating the NAA-fluid intelligence relationship have used MRSI acquisitions (Charlton et al. 2007; Jung et al. 2009 ). These acquisitions consisted of single slices limited to the interior portions of the brain and did not sample the lateral gray matter (GM) regions commonly associated with intelligence . These studies also did not control for variation in tissue volume fraction of GM and WM between subjects, which is important because NAA concentration is greater in GM than in WM (Wang and Li 1998) .
To better characterize the relationship between Gf and NAA, we assessed Gf using a set of 6 fluid intelligence tasks (Salthouse 2005) in 71 young adults and used magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) to collect NAA concentration. Our MRSI acquisition sampled a grid of voxels that spanned bilateral frontal and parietal cortices (See Figs 1 and 2; Jung et al. 2009 ), including lateral gray matter. We performed quantification of the metabolites and used high-resolution anatomical information to calculate metabolite values in a set of 22 anatomically defined regions, including both gray matter and white matter regions. We applied dimension reduction through the use of principal components analysis (PCA) on the set of 22 regions and extracted Cerebral Cortex, 2017, Vol. 27, No. 4 |4 components, each of which represented a set of anatomically segregated areas. We found that the Left Frontal-Parietal component, comprised the primary and premotor cortex, primary association cortex, supramarginal gyrus, and superior longitudinal fasciculus predicts Gf independently of brain size. These results are consistent with findings across a range of neuroimaging techniques that support the Parieto-Frontal Integration Theory (PFIT) of intelligence and demonstrate that NAA concentration in the frontal and parietal cortices relates to individual differences in intelligence.
METHODS

Participants
The University of Illinois institutional review board (IRB) approved this study. Participants were recruited from a larger pool of subjects that participated in a cognitive training study (Baniqued et al. 2014) . For the cognitive training study, applicants were screened with emails and phone interviews. Eligible participants were 1) between the ages of 18 and 30, 2) devoid of major medical or psychiatric conditions, 3) right-handed, 4) devoid of non-removable metal on their body, 5) had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and 6) reported playing video and board games for <3 h per week in the last 6 months. Of the 209 participants who completed the original training study, 74 participants received a follow-up MRSI scan. We discarded 3 of the scans due to incomplete or anomalous data for a final sample of 71 participants, 47 of whom were female. Our final sample had a mean age of 21.15 (SD = 2.566). Subjects returned for an MRSI scan an average of 154.5 days after their initial cognitive assessment performed for the cognitive training study (range: 46-456 days after). While it is not ideal that the MRSI data were collected after the intelligence tests were taken, previous work has demonstrated that such MRS estimates are stable enough to have not changed significantly in this time span (Kirov et al. 2012; Card et al. 2014) .
Cognitive Tasks
Cognitive performance measures were obtained from the initial assessments of the cognitive training study (Baniqued et al. 2014) . All participants performed a battery of working memory and Gf tasks. The Gf tasks' psychometric properties have been extensively investigated across a wide range of ages (Salthouse and Ferrer-Caja 2003; Salthouse 2004 Salthouse , 2005 Salthouse et al. 2008) . The Gf portion of this battery is composed of 6 computerized tasks that each load highly onto a Gf construct. In Salthouse's structural equation model of many cognitive abilities, these 6 tasks have been grouped into 2 constructs: reasoning and spatial visualization (Salthouse 2005) . The reasoning construct comprised matrix reasoning (based on the Raven's Advanced Progressive Matrices), the Shipley Abstraction task, and the Letter Sets task. The spatial visualization construct comprised the Spatial Relations task, the Paper Folding task, and the Form Boards task (See Tables 1 and 2 for a description of each task). All of the above Gf tasks were taken from the Virginia Cognitive Aging Project (Salthouse 2004 (Salthouse , 2005 , with the exception of the matrix reasoning task, which was modified for a functional MRI environment and is largely based on a relational reasoning task (Crone et al. 2009 ). To assess Gf, we standardized the scores from these 6 tasks and added them to create composite Gf scores, a simple dimension reduction technique often used with groups of collinear tasks (Valenzuela et al. 2000; Ross et al. 2005 ). Since these 6 tasks fall into 2 broad constructs (Salthouse 2004 (Salthouse , 2005 , we also created composite scores of spatial visualization and reasoning. To assess the specificity of the relationships to Gf, we also assessed working memory ability in our participants. Working memory tasks included visual short-term memory, spatial working memory, and running span (See Table 1 for descriptions of each task). It is important to note that these working memory tasks load most heavily on the short-term memory aspect of working memory, rather than the information manipulation component. We standardized the scores from these 3 tasks and added them to create composite working memory scores.
Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy Imaging Acquisition
MRI acquisitions occurred on a Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) Trio 3T scanner with a 12-channel head coil. High-resolution anatomical information was obtained with an MPRAGE structural scan (0.9 mm isotropic, TR/TI/TE = 1900/900/2.32 ms, with GRAPPA and an acceleration factor of 2). Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy Imaging (MRSI) was performed with a single slice 2D PRESS sequence with 16 phase encoding increments in both directions, with TR/TE = 1800/135 ms, 1 average, flip angle 90°, thickness 13 mm, weak water suppression (50 Hz BW), Hamming spatial filter of 50% width, vector size 1024, fat sat bands of thickness 30 mm, a spectral bandwidth of 2000 Hz, elliptical sampling, and acquisition time of 4′35″. The Field of View (FOV) varied with the size of the brain and was chosen to be 224 × 176, 216 × 128, 208 × 160, or 200 × 152 mm. The excitation volume, or Volume of Interest (VOI), coincided with the center 10 × 10 voxels of the 16 × 16 grid. The lower boundary of the MRSI slice was positioned transverse of the most superior portion of the corpus callosum (see Fig. 1 ). To minimize chemical shift error in the detection of NAA, a frequency shift of −2.7 ppm is applied, so that the region of excited NAA coincides with the designated VOI. Immediately following the first MRSI scan, a second scan with no water suppression and no frequency shift was performed to measure the water signal to aid with quantification. Eight regional saturation bands were placed on the 4 edges and 4 corners of the VOI box, perpendicular to slice direction.
MRSI voxels for which the sum of GM, WM, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) volume fractions is <0.995 were considered outside of the brain and marked for exclusion. Maps of tissue probability and brain regions were corrected to match the point-spread function (PSF) of the spectroscopy data by taking the Fourier transform of the structural scans and zeroing the k-space voxels that were not acquired by the MRSI scan. We also applied the same Hamming filter to the structural data that were applied to the MRSI data, before transforming the structural data back to the spatial domain. (Pfefferbaum et al. 1999; Gasparovic et al. 2006) . Corrected tissue probably maps of GM, WM, and CSF were normalized at the resolution of the MRSI acquisition and used to quantify NAA concentration within each voxel (Gasparovic et al. 2006) . No correction for subject motion was performed. See Supplementary Methods for details of metabolite quantification.
After quantification, we applied a cubic interpolation to the distributions of NAA concentration values to match the high resolution of the structural maps. We then integrated the interpolated distribution of metabolites over PSF-corrected maps of each of the brain regions (Fig. 2) . We sampled NAA concentration from a range of cortical areas including the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, primary motor cortex, premotor cortex, somatosensory association cortex, primary somatosensory cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, supramarginal gyrus, and inferior parietal cortex, as well as WM structures including the cingulum bundle, corpus callosum, corona radiata, and superior longitudinal fasciculus (Fig. 3) . Because of the low scanning resolution inherent to our MRSI technique, each of the cortical regions sampled also included neighboring WM (see Supplementary Methods). Volume fractions of GM, WM, and CSF in each of the anatomical brain regions are obtained by integrating PSF-corrected maps of probability distribution functions over the anatomical regions.
Principal Components Analysis
To assess the distribution of NAA across the set of regions we sampled, we used PCA to organize these 22 acquired regions into a smaller set of components. NAA concentrations from all 22 bilateral cortical and WM regions, 11 per hemisphere, were entered into a PCA with varimax rotation, using Kaiser's criterion to extract components with eigenvalues larger than 1.0 (Kaiser Determine which pattern of "holes" would result from a sequence of folds followed by a punch through the paper Spatial Relations
Analyze a 3-D figure to find the 2-D image that can be folded into the corresponding 3-D shape Gf reasoning Matrix Reasoning Find the pattern that best completes the missing cell of the matrix Shipley Abstract Determine how to best complete a sequence of letters and numbers Letter sets Assess 5 sets of letters and identify which "breaks the rule" Working memory Visual Short-Term Memory
Decide whether a presented shape belonged to a previously presented set of shapes Spatial Working Memory Determine whether the presented dot belonged to a previous set of presented dots Running Span
Remember the sequence of letters that is presented Note: Scores from each task were standardized and added to create the Gf and working memory composite scores. 1960; Table 3 ). Each PCA component score is created through a weighted linear combination of NAA concentration values from each of the 22 brain regions. Regions with component loadings greater or equal to 0.6 were determined to be significant contributors to the component. We chose a varimax rotation because this extraction enforces orthogonality on the resulting components, allowing for greater ease of interpretation. To test the reliability of the components we extracted, we repeated this analysis with an oblique rotation as well and found the same set of component loadings as in the varimax rotation (see Supplementary Material). Finally, parallel analysis (PA) has been identified as a method for extracting significant components from a dataset (O'Connor 2000) . By comparing each component's eigenvalue to a distribution of component eigenvalues created by permutation, this method allows for a conservative, yet nonarbitrary method for component extraction. We assessed the number of components recommended by PA as well (see Supplementary Material).
Statistical Analyses
We used 2-tailed Pearson's correlation tests to assess the relationship between our cognitive assessments and neuroimaging metrics. Each of these tests used Bias corrected accelerated 95% confidence intervals (CI) and 2000 bootstrapped samples to create a resampled range of correlation coefficients. When controlling for brain size, as well as GM and WM tissue percentage, we used 2-tailed partial correlation tests with 95% CIs and 2000 bootstrapped samples.
Results
Gf and Total Brain Size
Because Gf is correlated with total brain size (McDaniel 2005; Deary et al. 2010) , we assessed the Gf-brain size relationship in our sample and found that the Gf composite scores demonstrate a strong correlation with brain size (r = 0.435, P < 0.0001; BCa 95% CI: r = 0.228:0.617; df = 68; Table 4 ). The effect size of this relationship is in agreement with previous literature (McDaniel 2005) . We found that this relationship with brain size replicates across both spatial visualization (r = 0.399; P < 0.0005; BCa 95% CI: r = 0.108:0.594; df = 68), and reasoning (r = 0.370; P < 0.001; BCa 95% CI: r = 0.169:0.566; df = 68) subscores. When correlating spatial visualization with brain size while controlling for reasoning score, spatial visualization remained associated with brain size (r = 0.217; P = 0.071; BCa 95% CI: r = −0.040:0.455; df = 68); furthermore, when controlling for spatial visualization, reasoning still correlated with brain size (r = 0.236; P = 0.049; BCa 95% CI: r = 0.012:0.442; df = 68). These findings demonstrate that the fluid intelligence subtypes are each independently associated with brain size. Finally, we found that brain size does not predict the working memory composite score, suggesting that brain size is specifically associated with fluid intelligence (Table 4) .
Distribution of NAA in the Brain
We assessed global patterns in NAA using multivariate analysis to reduce dimensionality and variance in our dataset. Toward this end, we used PCA to examine the distribution of NAA across 22 bilaterally symmetrical cortical and white mater regions in the frontal and parietal lobes. This allows us to identify groups of anatomical regions that tend to have correlated values of NAA concentration. Interestingly, the components identified by the PCA analysis comprised neighboring anatomical regions (Table 3 ; 
Regional Contributions of NAA to Gf
We first assessed the relationship between Gf and each of the components and found trending relationships between Gf and both the Frontal and Left Frontal-Parietal NAA components (Frontal: r = −0.224, P = 0.083, BCa 95% CI: −0.458:0.013; n = 61; Left Frontal-Parietal: r = 0.218, P = 0.091, BCa 95% CI: −0.067:0.501; n = 61). These tests do not pass corrections for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni-corrected [0.5/4] P = 0.0125). We also tested whether Fig. 4) , suggesting that the relationship between Frontal NAA and Gf is confounded by the relationship between Gf and brain size. We also found that Left Frontal-Parietal NAA was significantly associated with both spatial visualization (r = 0.297, P = 0.021, BCa 95% CI = 0.039:0.527) and reasoning subscores (r = 0.289; P = 0.025; BCa 95% CI = 0.045: 0.538) when controlling for brain size. To test whether either of these fluid intelligence subtypes was uniquely associated with Left Frontal-Parietal NAA, we tested the Gf-NAA relationship while controlling for both subtypes, and we found that the Gf-NAA relationship was no longer significant when controlling for either spatial visualization (r = 0.165; P = 0.211; BCa 95% CI = −0.116:0.400) or reasoning (r = 0.178; P = 0.176; BCa 95% CI = −0.075:0.414), suggesting that NAA concentration in the Left Frontal-Parietal region is generally associated with Gf rather than a specific subtype of Gf.
Previous work has demonstrated sex differences in neural correlates of intelligence Jung et al. 2005) . We repeated the above NAA-Gf correlations while controlling for gender and brain size and found these relationships unchanged (Frontal: Z = −0.011; 2-tailed P = 0.99; Left FrontalParietal: Z = −0.018; 2-tailed P = 0.98; Preacher 2002) . Given these findings, we also assessed the Gf and Left Frontal-Parietal NAA relationship using a 2-step multiple regression and found both brain size and Left Frontal-Parietal NAA are each significant contributors to Gf, and that together they predict 25.9% of the variance in fluid intelligence (Adjusted R 2 = 0.234; Table 2 ).
Given that NAA concentration differs significantly in WM and GM, it is important to control for tissue fraction in the anatomical regions to ensure that NAA-Gf relationships are not driven by local differences in tissue composition. To accomplish this, we first correlated Gf with the NAA concentration of each region significantly contributing to the Left Frontal-Parietal component. Controlling for brain size alone, we found that the premotor and primary motor cortex (r = 0.252, P = 0.036, BCa 95% CI: 0.049:0.460; df = 68), as well as the primary somatosensory cortex were significantly associated with fluid intelligence (r = 0.243, P = 0.042, BCa 95% CI: 0.011:0.468; df = 68); whereas the supramarginal gyrus (r = 0.164, P = 0.182, BCa 95% CI: −0.085:0.413; df = 66) and superior longitudinal fasciculus were not significantly associated with Gf (r = 0.176, P = 0.153, BCa 95% CI: −0.059:0.396; df = 65). We then repeated the significant correlations, controlling for the volume fractions of GM and WM in each anatomical region. We found that the primary motor cortex (r = 0.204, P = 0.095, BCa 95% CI: 0.006:0.408; df = 66) as well as the primary somatosensory cortex (r = 0.243, P = 0.046, BCa 95% CI: 0.012:0.440; df = 66) display unchanged positive correlations between NAA and Gf. The changes in the correlation coefficient due to controlling for GM and WM are not significant (Premotor: Z = 0.273, P = 0.785; Primary Somatomotor: Z < 0.001, P > 0.999; Preacher 2002) .
PA offers is a method for extracting significant components from PCA (O'Connor 2000). We performed the recommended parallel analysis using the SPSS pipeline provided by O'Connor (2000) . We found that this analysis suggests we extract one rather than 4 components. Compared with our original analysis using the Kaiser Criterion (KC), PA offers a coarser breakdown of components that inhibits interpretability of our results (see Supplementary Materials). On the other hand, both the varimax and oblique rotations of the KC PCA yield identical loadings, suggesting that while PA may be more statistically sound for extracting significant components, in this dataset it harms the interpretability of our multivariate approach.
Working Memory
Working memory ability correlated with Gf scores in our sample (Gf: r = 0.488, P < 0.0001; BCa 95% CI: r = 0.299:0.650; n = 71; spatial visualization: r = 0.412, P < 0.0005; BCa 95% CI: r = 0.148: 0.619; n = 71; reasoning: r = 0.455, P < 0.0001; BCa 95% CI: r = 0.262: 0.638; n = 71). Working memory scores were not significantly associated with brain size or with any NAA component (Table 4) .
Discussion
Here we examined NAA correlates of fluid intelligence in multiple brain regions. We used a data-driven multivariate approach to assess distributions of NAA concentration across the brain and found that a group of neighboring regions in the left frontal and parietal cortices is significantly associated with Gf. This relationship is independent of brain size, which is also predictive of Gf. We then investigated NAA-Gf correlations within subregions of the Left Frontal-Parietal component and found that NAA concentrations in the primary motor cortex, premotor cortex, and the primary somatosensory cortex are correlated with Gf. While other regions, such as the prefrontal cortex, may be most commonly associated with fluid intelligence, there is a wide body of literature examining the association of the motor regions in the Left Frontal-Parietal component to spatial visualization and reasoning processes. For example, prior work has demonstrated that mathematically gifted males have been shown to activate left premotor cortex more than non-gifted males during a mental rotation task (O'Boyle et al. 2005) , and lesion studies report that the left motor regions, compared with right motor regions, play a uniquely important role in critical components of spatial reasoning including both motor planning and visualization (Sabaté et al. 2004) . A recent investigation of whole brain hemispheric connectivity found that high IQ participants demonstrated reduced resting state homotopic somatosensory and motor connectivity compared with average IQ individuals, providing support for the role of the left lateralized motor regions in intelligence (Santarnecchi et al. 2015) . Furthermore, in a study comparing resting state to task-based functional connectivity while participants performed Raven's Progressive Matrices (RPM), researchers found that a left motor network's intrinsic coherence was significantly greater during RPM than rest (Vakhtin et al. 2014) . The current results, taken together with these findings, suggest that the left motor regions are not only associated with Gf due to greater motor processing during on-task demands, but rather these regions play a key role in the motor visualization and planning necessary for spatial cognition and reasoning. Our results extend prior work by suggesting that in addition to activation and functional connectivity, the metabolic and white matter health of these regions may form a complex multimodal phenotype of higher fluid intelligence.
The current results suggest that Left Frontal-Parietal energy production and WM integrity, as measured by NAA, support fluid intelligence. This finding is partially consistent with the PFIT, which proposes that interactions within a distributed network of regions in the frontal and parietal cortices support intelligence . This theory is formed through the convergence of a wide body of evidence from positron emission tomography (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), structural MRI, and MRS. Of the 5 Brodmann's areas in the PFIT model that were at least in part included in the current study (BA 6, 7, 9, 32 , and 40), we find support for 2 of these regions' association with intelligence (BA 6 & 40) . When looking across all neuroimaging techniques discussed in PFIT, results demonstrate left lateralized relationships with IQ for BA 40 and bilateral relationships for BA 6, which is partially supported by the current results.
The PFIT proposes a 4-stage information processing model of intelligence (Colom et al. 2009 ). In the first stage, temporal and occipital regions play a role in sensory information processing, and in the second stage, parietal areas such as BA 40 are involved in integration and abstraction of this information. In the third stage, the parietal and frontal regions, including BA 6, interact to evaluate hypotheses, and in the fourth stage the ACC is involved in response selection and inhibition. In our study, the Left FrontalParietal component comprised 2 regions from this processing model, BA 6 and 40. Our finding that a linear combination of NAA concentration in this area predicts fluid intelligence supports the PFIT information processing theory. Specifically, these results suggest that within the Left Frontal-Parietal region, NAA, an indicator of energy production and efficiency, may be important for abstraction and integration during the second stage, as well as for hypothesis evaluation that occurs during Stage 3 of the PFIT 4-stage model of intelligence.
The fact that working memory shares more variance with Gf than any other cognitive domain has led some to suggest that working memory capacity and Gf are identical constructs (Conway et al. 2002 (Conway et al. , 2003 Engle 2002; Kane and Engle 2002; Kyllonen 2002) . However, these claims have been softened due the emergence of a more detailed understanding of the processes underlying working memory (Conway et al. 2003; Kane et al. 2005 ). The close relationship between working memory and Gf may arise from the fact that they are supported by similar regions of the brain, including the superior parietal lobule and DLPFC (Cohen et al. 1997; Henson et al. 2000; Kane and Engle 2002; Pessoa et al. 2002; Todd and Marois 2005; Dahlin et al. 2008; Colom et al. 2009; Koenigs et al. 2009; Barbey et al. 2013) . These regions were included in our MRSI data; however, none of our NAA components were significantly related to the measures we used to assess working memory ability. The present results imply that NAA may be sensitive to cognitive processes that are specific to fluid intelligence, not working memory. More specifically, in the context of the PFIT information processing model, our results suggest that NAA in this region may be more closely tied to the second and third stages of information processing, where fluid cognition plays a role in integrating and evaluating information to form hypotheses, as opposed to working memory-related processes such as information intake and storage, which occurs in the first processing stage. In this way, Left Frontal-Parietal NAA may support reasoning and spatial visualization, but not working memory or processes closely related to short-term memory. However, future studies should attempt to replicate and explore these relationships further, perhaps using working memory tests that are less short-term memory focused and more sensitive individual differences in young adults, given the fact that studies in children have found correlations between working memory and NAA (Yeo et al. 2000; Ozturk et al. 2009 ).
Brain size is also specifically predictive of intelligence and not working memory. Our finding that the NAA and brain size relationship is independent of the NAA-Gf relationship suggests that brain size and NAA may affect Gf via separate mechanisms. Total size is a genetically determined global structural property of the brain (Tramo et al. 1998) . In contrast, NAA concentration is a local metabolic property, and it may be more susceptible to environmental factors such as diet or fitness (Erickson et al. 2012) . Regional NAA distributions may therefore serve as a biomarker of Gf that may be modified through interventions.
Mapping the distribution of NAA in the brain is an important step towards appreciating its function in cognitive processes. Although previous research has assessed the distribution of NAA in the rodent and human central nervous system (Koller et al. 1984; Soher et al. 1996; Maudsley et al. 2009 ) to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to use data-driven multivariate methods to describe distributions of NAA in humans. The current work implies that the distribution of NAA follows roughly anatomical divisions, with gross distinctions between the frontal and parietal lobes, as well as segregations between medial and lateral parietal regions. However, these results should be interpreted with caution, because it is expected that neighboring regions will share some variance because of the low sampling resolution, which causes the point spread function of the acquisition to smooth the NAA signal into neighboring regions. To reduce this effect, experiments at higher resolution are required. Despite the possibility that our results are influenced by the point spread function, the consistency of NAA concentration across neighboring anatomical regions suggests that data-driven techniques are effective for dimension reduction of spectroscopy data. Furthermore, a limitation of the current work is that the MRSI data were collected a significant period of time after the intelligence tests were taken. While this is not ideal, previous work suggests that such MRS estimates are stable enough to have not changed significantly in this time (Kirov et al. 2012; Card et al. 2014) .
The PCA analysis performed here can also be used to determine whether other metabolites exhibit similar groupings between anatomical regions. A variety of studies have probed relationships between intelligence and other metabolites measured by MRS, such as total creatine signal and total choline signal (Ross and Sachdev 2004) . This literature exhibits a variety of inconsistent results related to the direction and strength of these correlations (Buckley et al. 1994; Ferguson 2002; Aydin et al. 2012 ). Further work is needed to confirm whether these metabolites relate to intelligence.
Future studies should make use of MRSI pulse sequences that allow full brain coverage within reasonable scan times. Because these sequences can rapidly acquire data, they are capable of achieving higher resolution data, which is critical for achieving better coverage of lateral cortical regions (Lam and Liang 2014; Lecocq et al. 2014) . This information will facilitate the interpretation of results by allowing more fine-grained distinctions to be made between white matter and gray matter contributions to NAA concentration values. Finally, NAA is reflective of myelin health (Baslow 2003) ; therefore, it is of particular interest to pair a high-resolution spectroscopy acquisition with diffusionweighted imaging such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) or diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) to investigate the relationships between fractional anisotropy, NAA, and Gf. This extends to other neuroimaging modalities as well; understanding how individual differences in NAA are tied to variation in other neuroimaging metrics such as functional connectivity would offer a clearer understanding of the role NAA plays in cognition and brain function.
Conclusions
We find that Left Frontal-Parietal NAA, a biomarker of brain health and metabolism, predicts Gf independently of variation in global and regional brain structure. These results are consistent with the Parieto-Frontal Integration Theory of intelligence and demonstrate the importance of brain metabolism in higher order cognitive processing. Given NAA's purported role as an intervention biomarker, this imaging modality may see beneficial application in assessing effects of interventions aimed at improving intelligence.
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